
WRITING A PHOTOGRAPHY BLOG

Tips for successful effective blogging for photographers. But do you know why that blog is so critical, and the most
important things you need to do to make.

One of those was having too many blogs. This matters a LOT, so do it now, even if you already have started a
blog. Registering for a free AdWords account give you access to the Google Keyword Planner Tool which
enables you to check how competitive and effective keywords you may want to use are. This is a step that
many photographers miss. When I first started my business, I understood the value and importance of my
website which is, hands down, the key ingredient , but I used my blog to supplement my online presence. If
you are a full time shooter, twice a week is a good amount. This gives your blog post a focus, and keeps you
from rambling onâ€¦ and onâ€¦ and onâ€¦ Your theme can feature images from a single session, or curate
photographs from multiple shoots. Keep those search engines happy As you hopefully know by now, SEO is
an inseparable part of every piece of content you publish online. Blogs are also better for SEO than portfolio
sites, since they have frequent updates and lots of tasty content Google loooooooves tasty content. During the
engagement session â€” while shooting or walking to a new location â€” I ask how they met. And who
knows? The worst thing you could do is start a blog, and have your most recent post be from months or years!
The questionnaire includes 40 questions! In general, between 10AM AM is a popular time for browsing the
web on a workday. This is also a great way to establish linkbacks and social shares! As for quantity, we
recommend sticking to two to three illustration images per medium sized post. Once you have a perfect title,
you need to find a way to break up your text into pieces. Keyword Planner Select a keyword or keyword
phrase relevant to your topic, and sprinkle it throughout your blog post. Except maybe my momâ€¦so why
bother?! When trying to build a business, entrepreneurs search for ways to maximize exposure in the shortest
amount of time. You hate writing. When you are just getting started as in, during you first 5 â€” 10 years as a
shooter you are probably going to be improving your work at a very rapid rate. So, you might already have a
blog, or you might be considering one. Your personality. In general, it is recommended to update your blog
once a week you can post more, but you may find that to be quite time-consuming for a busy photographer.
No joke. But remember: the only story you can tell is your own. Read Moreâ€¦. Also, make sure to add an
SEO title and description to every single post in addition to the Blog page itself. A blog is a perfect tool for
doing just that. Get yourself on track Tracking your stats will keep you in the know. When Blogging Newborn
Portraits Did you use any special tricks to help the baby relax and sleep? Getting started is the hardest part, so
having a template to refer to helps a ton! Step 1: Define Your Theme Choose a theme! Instead, try a listicle! In
short, writing quality blog content for your photography website can work wonders for both your website and
your photography business, while poor quality content can do irreparable damage. Now, take a moment to
brainstorm my favourite word, btw some of your own topic ideas. Just be sure to credit the author! Go for
quality over quantity. How did the groom propose?


